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Let K and K’ be number fields and F = K n K’. Suppose K/F and K’/F 
are cyclic of prime power degree pn, and let E/F and E’/F denote the 
respective sub-extensions of degree p. We show that 
%R(K, K’) W’N = ‘W(E, E’). 
Let F be the quotient field of a Dedekind domain OF. Denote 
(generically) by DL the integral closure of DF in a finite separable extension 
L of F. (Throughout, we shall consider only those ideals of & divisible 
by primes of L lying over primes of F whose residue class fields are perfect.) 
Let K and K’ be subfields of L, with K n K’ = F. For any (integral) ideal 
% of Q we say K and K’ have corresponding residue systems module 2f, 
and write K = K’ (mod ?I), provided Dx + 2I = DK, + ‘?I. If L/F is Galois, 
let 9X(ZC,K’) denote the (unique) minimal ambiguous ideal 2l of OL such 
that K = K’ (mod 2I). Suppose K/F and K’/F are cyclic of degree p”, where 
p is a prime, and let E/F and El/F denote the respective sub-extensions of 
degree p. We show that !Dl(K, K’)tKEE1 = ‘iUl(E, E’). The proof involves a 
study of the higher ramification structures of K/F and K/F. 
We shall use the notation of [I] in which ‘iUl(K, K’) is determined for 
K/F and K/F cyclic of degree of p. The results of [l] together with the 
present paper completely determine %Tl(K, K’) when K/F and K/F are 
cyclic of arbitrary degree. Specifically, Theorems (1.7) and (1.8) of [I] 
show that ‘iUl(K, K’) is essentially trivial unless [K : F] = [K’ : Fj = p”, a 
prime power. 
The following assumptions will hold throughout this paper. Suppose 
K/F and K/F are cyclic of degree p”, with n > 1. Let F = K n K and 
L = K-K’. Let E/F and Et/F be the respective sub-extensions of K/F and 
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K’/F of degree p. Let p be a prime ideal of DF, and ‘$ a prime divisor of 
p in L. It will suffice to show the following: 
THEOREM A. M(‘$‘; E,E’) = [K: E]*M(‘@‘; K,K’). 
We will also prove the following corollary, which concerns the coarser 
invariant m(!LJf ; K, K’). (See [I]). 
THEOREM B. m(!@l; E, E’) = rn(‘$l ; K, K’). 
In Section 1, we shall dispose of the (uninteresting) cases in which p is 
not totally and highly (i.e. wildly) ramified in K/F and K’/F. In Sections 2 
and 3 we assume that n is totally and highly ramified in K/F and K’/F. 
In Section 2, we show that Theorem A holds if +J does not split in the 
extension L/F. Finally in Section 3 we suppose p does split in L/F. By 
completing with respect to the prime ‘@, we reduce this to the situation of 
Section 2, and show that the result holds. 
1. PRELIMINARY REDUCTIONS 
(1.1) PROPOSITION. Suppose p is not totally ramijied in K/F and r/F. 
Then M(p* ; K, K’) = 0 = M(‘@’ ; E, E’). 
ProojI By [I; Theorem (1.7)], M(v’ ; K,K’) = 0 unless p is totally 
ramified in K/F and K’/F, so it suffices to show M(!@’ ; E, E’) = 0. Now 
since KJF is cyclic of prime power degree, the intermediate fields of K/F 
are totally ordered by inclusion. Thus, if J.J is not totally ramified in K/F, 
then E z T, the inertia field of !& in K/F. Hence p is unramified in E/F, 
and so M(‘$’ ; E, E’) = 0, by [I, Theorem (1.7)]. 
(1.2) PROPOSITION. Suppose p is totally ramijied in K/F and r/F, and 
that p,fp. Then 
M(‘!@’ ; E, E’) = [K : E] * M(‘@’ ; K, K’). 
Proox By [I, Theorem (1.8)], we have M(‘@’ ; K,K’) = e(‘@; L/K), and 
M(!@‘; E, E’) = e(‘$; L/E). Since ‘$3 is totally ramified in K/E, we have 
e(!Q; L/E) = [K: E]*e(!Jl; L/K). 
We note that (1.1) and (1.2) have reduced the problem to the case that 
p is totally ramified in K/F and K’/F, and that q~jp. 
2. COMPLETE CASE 
Now, suppose that pip, that p is totally ramified in K/F and K’/F, and 
that p does not split in the extension L/F. (Thus, !$J is the only prime 
divisor of p in L, and p = 5l?‘.) 
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We may assume that L is complete with respect to Q. For Gal (L/F) 
and the lattice of intermediate fields of L/F are unchanged if L and F 
are replaced by their completions. Moreover, since a field is dense in its 
completion, it is clear that M(g; K,K’) and M(‘$; E,E’) are unchanged 
if the fields are replaced by their completions. (Throughout Section 2, 
“unit” will mean “unit for !IY and “prime element of K” will mean 
“prime element for 5$3x in K”.) For any subfield H of L, denote by We the 
normalized additive valuation of H corresponding to PH. Let eH denote 
the “absolute ramification index” w&). Let eL,r, denote the (relative) 
ramification index e(v; L/H). Let t(L/H) = t(p; L/H). 
Let H/F and HI/F be the respective sub-extensions of K/F and r/F of 
degree p”- I. Then Theorem A will follow in this case by induction from: 
(2.1) THEOREM. M($J; H, H’) = p*M(‘$; K, K’). 
The proof will begin with several lemmas, 
(2.2) LEMMA. Let x, y e L. Suppo.se x = y + z, where We = j and 
wL(z) = k. lfj s k, then 
wL(xp-(yp+zp)) 2 eL+(p-l)j+k. 
EquaIity hoIds ifj c k. 
ProoJ By the binomial theorem, 
xp-(yP+zP) =x 
K ) 
F yp-‘z’:r=l,...,p-1 
For I <r<p-1, 
= eL+(p-r)j+r*k. 
Thus, if j < k, the first term (r = 1) has smaller value than the others, so 
wJxp-(yp-t zp)) = eL+(p - l)j+ k. If j = k, all terms have the same value, 
so wJxp-(yp+zp)) 2 eL+(p- l)j+k. 
(2.3) LEMMA. t(K/H) 2 [H: F]*t(K/F) where equality hoIds onIy $ 
W/W = 4~~-~~. 
Proo$ Consider the Hilbert sequence for K/F: 
Gal (K/F) = GO ZJ Gl 2 G2 2 . . . 2 {l}. 
Since Gal (K/F) is cyclic of order p”, the factor groups of the sequence 
must be cyclic of order p (since they are in any case elementary abelian). 
Let tl < t2 < * * * c tn denote the discontinuities in the sequence (i.e. the 
integers ti such that G,, 2 Gtt+i). Then tl = t(K/F) and tm = t(K/H). By 
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[2, Exercise 3c, p. 791, we have tn 5 e&p- 1). Moreover, by [2, Exercises 
3e and 3f, p. 791, we have for each i, ti+l 2 peti, where if = holds for 
some i, it holds for all i, and tn = eK/(p- 1). Since [III: F] = pnT1, this 
proves the lemma. 
The following notation will apply to Lemmas (2.4), (2.5), (2.6), and 
(2.8) Let nK and rcK, be prime elements of K and K’, respectively. Let 
r~~(~k-rck,) = N. Suppose that t = t(K/F) < t(K’/F). 
(2.4) LEMMA. N s eL,K(t+ 1). 
ProoJ By [I, Theorem (l.lO)], N 5 M(v; iY,K’). Also, by [I, Theorem 
(2.1)], M(P; K, K’) 2 e,&t+ 1). Hence, (2.4) follows. 
(2.5) LEMMA. w~(TI;-Y$) = p*lV. 
Proox Let rtK = rcK, + u. Then wL(rcK) = We = eL/K, and wL(u) = N. 
Hence, by (2.2), 
wL(ni - (TC& -i- up)) 2 eL + ( p - l)eL,K + N. 
Also, wL(up) = pa N. Thus, it suffices to show thatp. N c eL + (p - l)eL,K + N. 
Forming the difference of these quantities, we see 
eL+(p-l)eL,K+N-p*N =eL,K(eK+(~-l))-N*(p-l) 
2 eL&k +b - IN- teL,dt + IMP-- 1) 
= ~L~tdk-~~~~-~N. 
Now, by [2, Exercises 3c and 3d, p. 791, t 5 er&- l), with equality only 
if Gt(K/F) has order 1 or p. But Gt(K/F) = Gal (K/F) and has order p” 
with II > I. Hence eK- t(p- 1) > 0 and the result follows. 
We remark that the proof of (2.5) does not use the assumption that 
K/F and K’/F are cyclic. Thus (2.5) remains valid for arbitrary normal 
extensions K/F and K’JF with [K : F] = [K’ : FJ = p” B p. 
(2.6) LEMMA. w~(Tc;+(-~)~N~,~(TT~))~ p-N-t 1. 
ProojI Let f(x) = xp+uP- I xpV1 -I- . . . +uI x+ue be the (Eisenstein) 
minimal polynomial of rcK over II?. Then ua = (- l)PNK&nK). Select i so 
that 
W~(Ui~~) = min {WK(Uj~~) Z 1 <j 5 p-l}. 
Since the wK(ujr& are distinct for differentj, and sincef(nK) = 0, we have 
WK(@+Uo) = W~(x{Uj7Ti 11 <j 2 p-l}) = WK(U~&). 
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It suffices to show that wL(ui&) > p* N. 
Now,f’(x) = pxpdl+. . . +jajxj-‘+. . . +uI, and 
f’(nK) = n {(nK- O(Q)) : cr E Gal (K/H), 0 # l}. 
Hence, 
wK(f’(nK)) = wK(p+-’ + x {jajniA1 : 1 5 j < p-l}). 
Ifj#& 1 <j <p-l, we have 
WK(jUj7&-‘) = W~(Uj7ti~~) > WK(U~~TL’). 
Hence, W&‘(Q)) = min (w~(~z[-‘), wK(ui$ ‘)). Thus, 
(2.7) WK(UiZL')> (t(K/ff)+ l)(p-l)? 
where > holds if and only if 
(t(K/IQ+l)(p-1) = w~(~.T$‘) = eK+(p-1) 
(i.e. if and only if t(K/i!Z) = e&p- 1)). 
Now, comparing wL(uir&) and p* N, we see 
WL(UiZi)-p.N =e~,~(w~(ui~~‘)+l)-p.N 
2 eL,K{wK(uing ‘) + 1 -p. (t(K/F) + 11 (by (2.4)) 
: %.,dtWW + MP - 1) + I- p(tCK/F) + 1)) (by 0.7)) 
= eLiKb - 11. W/W -P * tCK/V] 
y %,db - 11. p”- lW~l - p * @-WI} tb (2.3)) 
= e,& p” - p”- ’ - p)t(K/F) 2 0. 
Here, equality holds in the last step only if p = n = 2. But, in any case, 
if = holds at (**), then (by (2.3)) @C/H) = e&p- l), whence > holds at 
(*) (by (2.7)). Thus W~(Ui~~) ~ p’N+ 1. 
We can summarize these results as follows: 
(2.8) LEMMA. If7~~ und 7~~~ ure prime elements of K und K’, respectively, 
und zy W~(TT~ - TT~,) = N, then 
~%&GJ - ~r,z&d~ = P * N. 
ProoJ By (2.5) and (2.6), we have 
w&E + t - ~~p&,~hJ~ 2 P * N + 1, 
wL(rc$ -I- (- l)pNr,&~r)) 2 pm N + 1, and 
w&t: - n&) = p * N, 
From this, (2.8) is clear, 
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Now, we return to the proof of the theorem. 
Proof of (2.1). Let M = M(‘$; K, IQ and M’ = M(‘$; H, H’). Let rcK 
be a prime element of K. Then, by FI, Proposition (1. IO)], there is a prime 
element, x~, of K’ for which wJr~~‘-rr~,) = A4. Since NK,H(rcJ is a prime 
element of H (and a similar remark for H’), we conclude from (2.8) that 
IV’ >p*A4. Suppose IV‘ >p*A4. Then there is a prime element 7~~ of H 
such that 
w~(N~,,&~,) - nH) = M’. 
Moreover NK&zK) = ET”, where E is a unit of H. Consider, now, the 
group of units UH of 11, modulo the group of norms N&UK) of units of 
K, Since we assumed at the outset that all residue class fields involved were 
perfect, we see, by [2, Corollary 7, p. 941, that coset representatives for 
UJN&UK) may be chosen in the subgroup Up) of units which are 
E 1 (mod !j32), where t” = t(K/H). Then E = NK,H(s,,) * sr, where E,, is a 
unit of K and Ed E U#“). We shall derive a contradiction to this choice of Ed. 
Suppose w~((r&,-J - 7~~~) = N. By [I, (1 .lO)], N 5 A4. Also, by (2.8), 
since N&r&,,) = E~IQ,, 
WL(El TT~-~‘~,,~,(Q,)) = p. N < p. M < M’. 
But wJrcH - NK,,&rcK,)) = M’, so wL(sIq, - q,) = p. N, whence 
w~(E~-~) = P.N-~~,~ = p.(N-eL,K). 
But, by (2.4) N < e&t1 + 1). Hence 
P. (N-e& s P. eLldtl + I- 1) = eLjH * tl < eL/n 4,. 
But then, w~(E~ - 1) < eL,& so W~(Q - 1) < t,,. This contradicts the 
choice of cI E Up’. 
3. REDUCTION TO THE COMPLETE CASE 
Suppose now that p is totally ramified in K/F and K’/F, but that p has 
g distinct prime factors in L, where g > I. Denote by I?? the completion 
of L with respect to ‘$3. Denote by !?, the closure of K in L(and similarly 
for other subfields of ,5). 
(3.1) PROPOSITION. M(@; K, i?‘) 2 eE,R(t+ l), Deere t = t(K/F) = t(K’/F). 
Proox Let FI = g n i?‘. Since K/F is totally ramified, [K : F] = [R : F] 
= [z : FI JIFI : F] (and similarly for K’/F). Then [K : PI] = [I?’ : PI]. 
Now E/F1 and i?‘/FI are cyclic and L= I?*x’. Hence [ ,?: FI] = [i? : FI12. 
Now, 
[L:F]=[~:~]~g=[~:~l][~l:~]~g=[~:~l]2[~l:~]~g. 
Also, [L : F] = [K: Fj2 = [l? : Fl12[Fl : l?j2. Hence [FI : F] = g. 
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We note, first, that if g = [E : Kl = [K : 4, then I? = I? so that in an 
appropriate sense, M(‘@; i?, r) = co. Thus, we may assume that 
g < [K : FJ. Let FI and F; denote the (unique) subfields of K and K’, 
respectively, containing F and having FI as closure in E. Let EI and Ei 
be the unique extensions of degree p of FI and Fi, contained in K and KS, 
respectively. By [2, Corollary, p. 711, f(K/F) = $E/F)and f(K’/F) = f(E’/F). 
But since f? = ,!? we have f(E/F) = f(I?‘/F) = f(E’/F), so that f(K/F) 
= @C/F). Now, by Theorem A in the complete case (Section 2) we have 
(3.2) M(5p; El,Fl) = [R : &]*M(t@; iz, R’). 
Let LI = El,!?;. By [I, Theorem (3.1)] and by [I, (3.6)] we have 
where r* = min (r(~!?J~r), r(&/FI)). Hence, 
Thus, by (3.2), and the fact that ee/& = [R : ,??J we obtain 
Now, by Lemma (2.3), l(J?r/Fr) 2 [FI : p].f(EJp) = g-f(K/F), and 
similarly for r(~r/~J. Thus t* 2 g*t. Hence, applying this to the expres- 
sions in (3.3), we see that 
t*+l-f*/p 2 (g-g/P)l+l 2 f+l (since g 2 p), and 
f*+l> f+l. 
Hence, M(‘@; E, z’) 2 eE,R(f + 1) in either case. 
(3.4) THEOREM. Suppose p has g disfincf prime facfors in L and fhaf 
g > I. Then 
M($J’;E,E’)=[K:E]M(~‘;K,K’)=[K:E]-e(p;L/K)-(f+l) 
where f = f(p; K/F) = f(p; K’/F), 
ProoJ Let e = e(p; L/K), Let a o Dx. Then, by (3.1), there is an 
a’ e Q, such that a = a’ (mod PM) for some M 2 e-Q+ 1). Let 
r~ o Gal (L/K). Then a = u(a’) (mod CJ(‘$~)~). Since I& o G,(K’/F), 
o(a’) s a’ (mod ?Bit’). Since also M 2 e*(f + 1), we have 
a s a’ (mod ~(vy@+~)). 
But as c runs over Gal (L/K), ~(9) runs over the conjugates of p over F. 
Hence a = a’ (mod (‘@#y(t’l)). Thus, by [Z, Proposition (2.1)], we have 
M(‘$‘; K,K’) = e*(f+l). 
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Next, we compute M(p’ ; E, E’). First, note that if we let L’ = E-E’, 
then e(vLj; L’/E) = 1. For, as we saw in the proof of (3.1), upon com- 
pleting at ‘?B, we have g = ,!?’ = z. Also, recall that by [2, Corollary, 
p. 711 (as we saw in the proof of (3.1)) r(K/E) = t(E/F) = t(E’/F) 
= f(K’/E) = t. Hence, by [I, Theorem (2.3)], we have M((‘&,)’ ; E, E’) 
= r+l. Now, 
e($3; L/L!) = e($3; L/E) = e(Y; L/K)-e(&; K/E) = e*[K :E]. 
Hence, 
This completes the proof of Theorem A. To conclude, we will prove 
Theorem B. 
Proof of Theorem B. If p is not totally ramified in K/F and K’/F, (I. 1) 
shows that both sides of the desired equation are zero. On the other hand, 
if n is totally ramified in K/F and K’/F, then by [Z, (1.13)], 
= w@?~; K,K’). 
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